Pre-MBA Boot Camps: Act now to land that early internship offer!

A number of companies from across various industries and disciplines offer short summer events to incoming MBA students. These events are designed to allow new students to learn more about the company and industry while allowing the company to identify top students for internship interviews. Please read the eligibility requirements carefully as they vary for each company, but be sure to not miss out on this important opportunity.

**JP Morgan Early Advantage**

Learn about what it takes to pursue a career in Investment Banking. A two day opportunity to gain a better in-depth understanding of the Investment Banking industry and what it takes to succeed in it. This camp offers the ability to network with peers and industry leaders and begin the process of positioning yourself for a summer internship.


*Eligibility limited to Minority, Female, and Veteran applicants*

**Goldman Sachs MBA Camp**

A half-day camp for students to learn more about Goldman Sachs and the financial services industry. Offers overviews of Goldman Sachs business lines and case study opportunities along with career workshops and networking opportunities.


*Eligibility limited to Black and Hispanic/Latino applicants*
Credit Suisse MBA Military Boot Camp

Opportunity for a full day program for transitioning veterans who are preparing to start their first year in a MBA program. Program consists of in-depth exposure to Investment Banking, Sales and Trading, and Private Banking along with symposiums from other veterans on how to transition from military service to Wall Street. Also provides opportunity to network with members of the Credit Suisse Americas Veterans’ Network.

Website or go to Credit Suisse Careers and search “MBA Military Bootcamp”

Eligibility: Transitioning Military Veterans

PwC MBA Edge

A truly hands on experience where pre-MBA candidates are assigned to actual clients and are given responsibilities similar to full-times associates of PwC. Program consists of a two week assignment to a client followed by a two day symposium at a PwC office. Successful completion of the summer assignment results in the candidate being pre-selected to interview for Senior Associate internship for the next summer.

Website: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/careers/campus/mba/mba-edge.jhtml

Eligibility: n/a

JumpStart Advisory Group

Diversity Forum for Financial Services and Consulting

A four day experience that allows incoming students access to a breadth of consulting professionals to learn about their work in the consulting world. Focus is on the impact of consulting in the professional world along with “A Day in the Life” of a consultant. Includes networking sessions with recruiters.

Brand Management and Marketing Highlights

A three day event that will educate students on current industry practices regarding Brand Management. Includes case studies, Healthcare and B2B marketing, and store visits. Opportunities for networking sessions with recruiters.

Website: http://www.jumpstartadvisorygroup.com/

Eligibility limited to Minority and Female Applicants
Proctor and Gamble MBA Brand Management Camp

This is a 6 day camp that is designed to expose students to P&G’s Corporate Strategies and Brand Building opportunities. In addition to experiencing “In a Day of a Brand Manager,” students participate in real life challenges and situations that they would be expected to do post MBA graduation. Students selected for this program also have an opportunity to interview for internships for the proceeding summer.

Website: https://pg.taleo.net/careersection/10000/jobsearch.ftl

Eligibility: n/a